
The “path to success” is certainly not one fit for all, as the 

young women will be of witness to during the guest speaker 

panel presentations.  The all-star panel will be diverse in 

the sense that every young woman present in the audience, 

no matter her background or experience thus far, will be 

able to relate to at least one of them or their stories.  The 

guest speakers, coming from all walks of life, ethnicities, 

and economic status, have overcome adversity and risen 

to success in ways that will help shape and build future 

leaders in these young women.

The girls will leave the conference having been informed 

as to what challenges women face in the work world, 

they will gain insight into how to navigate a path towards 

leadership, and they will be inspired to identify their unique 

truth and create a life of value, meaning, and passion.

For more  information regarding tickets, please 

contact Erica at erica@faviana.com.

The Faviana Leadership Conference is the destination 

for high school girls across the country in their junior and 

senior years that focuses on equipping young women with 

the skills and knowledge necessary to become the strong 

leaders of our future. Our goal is to help young women 

celebrate themselves by empowering and inspiring them 

to go after their dreams through a conference featuring a 

panel of relatable, diverse, and accomplished female guest 

speakers. As these young women are preparing for college 

and life as young adults, they will gain valuable insight 

from successful women who have proven themselves as 

innovative leaders in their respective fields.  It is also our 

aim to welcome a portion of attendees to the conference 

on a ‘scholarship’-- based on merit recommendations 

or socio-economic difficulty. The girls will spend the 

morning and afternoon listening to an array of engaging 

presentations from our distinguished thought leaders and 

will have the opportunity to network and build relationships 

following the discussion. Then, the young women will break 

off into small groups and work closely with designated 

mentors to develop their highly personalized and custom 

road map with which to help navigate the upcoming years 

of their lives.
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The Women of Faviana presents The Faviana Women’s Leadership Conference


